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Abstract: This paper investigates how the object tracking performance is affected by
the fusion quality of videos from visible (VIZ) and infrared (IR) surveillance cameras,
as compared to tracking in single modality videos. The videos have been fused us-
ing the simple averaging, and various multiresolution techniques. Tracking has been
accomplished by means of a particle filter using colour and edge cues. The highest
tracking accuracy has been obtained in IR sequences, whereas the VIZ video was af-
fected by many artifacts and showed the worst tracking performance. Among the fused
videos, the complex wavelet and the averaging techniques, offered the best tracking
performance, comparable to that of IR. Thus, of all the methods investigated, the fused
videos, containing complementary contextual information from both single modality
input videos, are the best source for further analysis by a human observer or a computer
program.

1 Introduction

Recently there has been an increased interest in object tracking in video sequences sup-

plied by a single camera or a network of cameras [FMS+05, HBC+05, PVB04, BK05,

YSS03]. Reliable tracking methods are of crucial importance in many surveillance sys-

tems as they enable human operators to remotely monitor activity across areas of interest,

enhance situation awareness and help the surveillance analyst with the decision-making

process. Multiple-sensor systems can provide surveillance coverage across a wide area

and under different conditions. The complementarity of the information supplied by dif-

ferent sensors is valuable for solving different kinds of problems, such as detection, recog-

nition, tracking and situation assessment, to name but a few, and ought to be fused in

order to serve more efficiently these purposes. Data fusion comprises groups of methods

for merging data from multiple sensors. In this paper, we investigate how the fusion of

video sequences from visible (VIZ) and infrared (IR) cameras influences the process of

object tracking. We compare the tracking results from the fused sequences with the results

obtained from separate IR and VIZ videos.

The remaining part of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents the methodol-

ogy used to assess the particle filter tracking performance in multi-sensor real video data.

Conclusions and future plans are given in Section 3.

2 The Assessment of Object Tracking in Fused Videos

2.1 Video Sequences, Fusion and Tracking Techniques Used

This paper investigates the influence of the fusion process on the Particle Filter (PF) track-

ing developed in [BMCB06, BMCB05]. Informative image features, such as colour, edge,
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texture and motion cues can be used in combination, or adaptively chosen, for a reliable

performance. In this particular implementation [BMCB06], we use colour and edge cues,

with the Bhattacharyya distance as a measure of distance between the target and each cur-

rent region [CRM03, Bha43]. However, other distances, such as the distance based on the

structural similarity measure [LMCD06], can capture spatial information from the image

and can provide better performance than the Bhattacharyya distance and the histogram-

based approach, especially in presence of illumination variations.

The experiments presented in this paper have been performed with real-world data col-

lected from one VIZ and one IR camera. The testing sequences, taken from the Eden

Project multisensor dataset of short range surveillance videos [LNL+06] (available at

www.scanpaths.org), are very challenging for automatic object tracking due to the fol-

lowing: (a) the colour of the moving object being very similar to the background (cam-

ouflaged moving targets); (b) the environment containing lush and dense vegetation; (c)

frequent obscuration of the targets; and (d) the very low signal-to-noise ratio of the VIZ

videos. The videos were fused using the following methods: Averaging Technique (AVE),

Contrast Pyramids (CP), Discrete Wavelet Transforms (DWT) and Dual-Tree Complex

Wavelet Transforms (DT-CWT) (see [DLN+06] for more details on these techniques).
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Figure 1: a) Left: ground truth rectangle (the big box, surrounding the whole person) [DLN+06]
and PF reference rectangle (the smaller box). b) Right: plot of the normalised intersection area S
for the tested trackers.

2.2 Performance Evaluation Measure

In order to assess the influence of video fusion on the accuracy of the object tracking, video

sequences with pre-drawn ‘target maps’ [DLN+06] have been used. These are rectangu-

lar boxes drawn around the target (a walking human figure) on each frame (see Figure

1a). The estimate of the target position, and corresponding estimated rectangular box,

is obtained from the tracker (the small rectangle in Figure 1a). The target map (ground

truth rectangle) and the estimated rectangle vary in size from frame to frame. In order

to measure the performance of the tracker, the normalised intersection area between the

two rectangles has been used. The rationale for such a measure is that a larger intersec-

tion/overlap between the estimated area (B) and the ground truth rectangle (A), indicates
better tracking. This normalised intersection area S is calculated as S = (A ∩B)/B.
The measure varies between 0 (no intersection between the rectangles) and 1 (estimated

rectangle fully within ground truth rectangle).
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2.3 Experimental Results with Real Data

The PF tracker with 300 particles has been run with the same non-optimised default para-

meters in all experiments, in order to be able to compare object tracking performance with

different video sources. A rectangle used to manually initialise the PF tracker has been

selected to be significantly smaller than the ground truth rectangle, so that only the core

features of the object of the interest (the head and the upper part of the body) are included,

while the influence of the nonstationary background is minimised.

The measure S has been calculated for each frame and all the methods investigated and
its plots are shown in Figure 1b. In order to obtain the global characteristics of the tracker

performance, the difference between the actual and ‘ideal’ tracker has been calculated:

k(1 − Sk), where k is a frame index. According to this validation the most accurate
tracking results are obtained with the IR video (3.6). Other methods, such as fused AVE

(4.8), DT-CWT (6.8), DWT (7.9) performed comparably, whereas single modality VIZ

(38.7) suffered from frequent loss of the target. Accordingly, Figure 1b shows also that

the best overlap between the two rectangles is obtained from the IR video, then the AVE,

the DT-CWT and finally the DWT. The worst result is obtained with VIZ. The colour-edge

based algorithm failed to track the object in the VIZ videos due to the fact that it is almost

the same colour as the background.

Figures 2-5 show the results from tracking in VIZ, IR, AVE, and DT-CWT videos, respec-

tively, from one of the Tropical Forest sequences used in this study. The results from the

CP are not given because of the many artifacts introduced by the fusion, rendering the

tracker unreliable. The results from the DWT are not shown because of their similarity to

the DT-CWT.

Figure 2: A tracker working with the VIZ video: frames 1570, 1625 and 1670. The object is lost
after the full occlusion.

Figure 3: A tracker working with the IR video: frames 1570, 1625 and 1670. The object is lost after
the full occlusion, but recovered after that.
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Figure 4: A tracker working with AVE fused video sequences: frames 1570, 1625 and 1670. A
reliable performance is observed.

Figure 5: A tracker working with DT-CWT fused video sequences: frames 1570, 1625 and 1670. A
reliable performance is observed.

It was observed that the best trackers have been able to keep tracking the object despite

its severe occlusions. Such an example is shown in Figures 2-5, where the person is

completely hidden by a tree. Since the head features are well distinguishable from the

surrounding environment, the tracker succeeded in recovering the person. The tracker

may still loose the object in the presence of long full occlusions (5-10 frames or more)

or when the target region did not correspond completely to the initially chosen reference

region. This could be solved by adding a detection scheme to the tracker and updating the

reference region.
The obtained results are similar to findings of a psycho-visual study, conducted inde-

pendently, regarding experiments with human eye tracking [DLN+06] over the same se-

quences of data. In this case the AVE also produced some of the best results.

3 Conclusions

The results reported in this paper show that IR videos provide the highest object tracking

accuracy. It is argued however, that the fused videos, although containing some artefacts

that degrade the tracking performance to a small degree, are a good alternative to tracking

in single modality data. This is due to inclusion of the complementary and contextual

information from all input sources, that make it more suitable for further analysis by either

a human observer or a computer program. Of all the investigated fusion methods, the AVE

and DT-CWT techniques have been found to outperform the DWT, CP, and VIZ tracking.

Among the issues that need further investigation is automatic re-detection of the object

after a lengthy full loss and comparison with human eye movement results of a target

pursuit task in the same sequences. Tracking with multiple cameras of the same fused

modality will also be investigated in the future. In such case, the computational complexity

of the algorithm working with multiple views has to be considered and the problem of

dealing with the redundant information has to be addressed.
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